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Volume 13 of the Collected Works of Marx and Engels contains articles written by them in the period

from February 13, 1854 to February 6, 1855. For the most part these articles were published in the 

York Daily Tribune, to which Marx and Engels had begun to contribute in August 1851. ...

Works
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pp. 1-2

The War Question in Europe

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 3-7

Though the arrival of the Nashville puts us in possession of no decisive news from the seat of war, it

puts us in possession of a fact of great significance in the present state of affairs. This is that now, at the

eleventh hour, when the Russian Embassadorsa at Paris and London have left, when the British and

French Embassadorsb at St. Petersburg are recalled, ...

Declaration of the Prussian Cabinet.

Karl Marx
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pp. 8-10

The following information, which, if true, is of the highest importance, and a portion only of which has

appeared in the European journals, and that in a partial and disguised form, we have received from a

most trustworthy source7 at London: ...

Debates in Parliament

Karl Marx
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The military and naval estimates have been laid before Parliament. In the army, the total number of

men asked for the current year is 112,977, an increase upon last year of 10,694. The total cost of the

land forces for service at home and abroad, for the year ending on the 31st of March, 1855, exclusively

of the Australian colonies, ...

Parliamentary Debates of February 22.

Karl Marx
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pp. 26-34

A good deal of idle talk about Kossuth's "warlike preparations" and probable "movements" has

infested the public press. Now I happen to know from a Polish officer, who is setting out for

Constantinople, and consulted the ex-Governor about the course he should take, that Kossuth

dissuaded him from leaving London ...

English and French War Plans

Karl Marx
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In my last letter I mentioned that Sir Charles Napier owed his appointment as Commander-in-Chief of

the Baltic fleet to his public expression of mistrust in the French alliance; to his accusing France of

having betrayed England in 1840, while in fact the English Government at that time conspired with

Nicholas against Louis Philippe.35 ...

Austrian Bankruptcy

Karl Marx
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pp. 43-49

Notwithstanding the imminence of war and their pressing needs, the French and the Austrian

Governments have not yet succeeded in strengthening the nervus belli,a namely, the money-power.

Notwithstanding the Lucullian magnificence displayed in the dinners given by the French Minister of

Financeb to the Receivers-General, ...

Opening of the Labour Parliament.

Karl Marx
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pp. 50-56

The delegates to the Labor Parliament51 met yesterday at the People's Institution, Manchester, at 10
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o'clock in the forenoon. The first sitting was, of course, applied to preliminary business. It was moved

by James Williams of Stockport, seconded by James Bligh of London, and supported by Ernest Jones, ...

Letter to the Labour Parliament

Karl Marx
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pp. 57-60

I regret deeply to be unable, for the moment at least, to leave London, and thus to be prevented from

expressing verbally my feelings of pride and gratitude on receiving the invitation to sit as Honorary

Delegate at the Labour Parliament.60 The mere assembling of such a Parliament marks a new epoch in

the history of the world. ...

The Labor Parliament

Karl Marx
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Of all countries Great Britain has seen developed on the grandest scale the despotism of capital and the

slavery of labor. In no other country have the intermediate degrees between the millionaire,

commanding whole industrial armies, and the wages-slave living only from hand to mouth, so radically

been swept away from the soil. ...

Retreat of the Russians from Kalafat

Frederick Engels
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pp. 65-69

The Russians have retreated from Kalafat, and have, it is stated, entirely remodelled their plan of

campaign. This is the glorious end of the efforts and risks of a three months' campaign, during which

the last resources of Wallachia have been completely exhausted. ...

The Greek Insurrection

Karl Marx
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pp. 70-72

The insurrection among the Greek subjects of the Sultan, which caused such alarm at Paris and

London, has now been suppressed, but its revival is thought not impossible. With regard to this

possibility we are able to say that after a careful investigation of the documents relating to the whole

affair so far, ...
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The Documents on the Partition of Turkey

Karl Marx
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pp. 73-83

A most important event is the compulsory publication by Ministers of their secret correspondence with

the Emperor of Russia during the first three months of their administration, as also of the

memorandum of the interview between the Czar and Lord Aberdeen in 1844, ...

The Secret Diplomatic Correspondence

Karl Marx
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pp. 84-99

Although Lord J. Russell's dispatcha may, upon the whole, be described as a polite refusal of the Czar's

proposition to enter into a previous concert on the eventual partition of Turkey, there occur some very

strange passages, to which I call the attention of your readers. ...

Declaration of War

Karl Marx
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pp. 100-108

War has at length been declared. The Royal Message was read yesterday in both Houses of Parliament;

by Lord Aberdeen in the Lords, and by Lord J. Russell in the Commons.a It describes the measures

about to be taken as "active steps to oppose the encroachments of Russia upon Turkey." ...

The Fortress of Kronstadt

Frederick Engels
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pp. 109-116

Ever since Sir Charles Napier set sail for the Baltic, with the First Lord of the Admiralty's "full

permission to declare war", the more sanguine portion of the British public expect shortly to hear of

Kronstadt bombarded, the approaches to St. Petersburg forced, and who knows? perhaps even the

Union Jack hoisted on the glittering spire of the Russian Admiralty Palace. ...

British Finances

Karl Marx
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The Income Tax bill has been passed.86 Sir G. Pakington spoke against it plainly and justly, although in a

dull manner, observing that the recent publications of the Blue Books and of the secret and

confidential correspondence had thrown quite a new light on the past financial policy of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. ...

The Russian Army

Frederick Engels
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pp. 123-128

Sir,— It is getting high time that we should look our enemy straight in the face, to see what sort of an

opponent he may turn out to be. The most contradictory opinions are afloat as to the real military

strength and capabilities of Russia. Overrated by some, underrated by others, the reality appears still to

be hidden by a veil, removable, ...

The European War

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 129-131

The most important feature of the news from Europe, brought by the Arctic which arrived yesterday

morning, is the certainty that the Russians have crossed the Lower Danube, some 50,000 strong, in

three corps under the immediate command of Prince Gorchakoff, Gen. Lüders and Gen. Oushakoff,

and have occupied a part of the Turkish district of Dobrodja. ...

The War Debate in Parliament

Karl Marx
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pp. 132-142

A singularity of English tragedy, so repulsive to French feelings that Voltaire used to call Shakespeare a

drunken savage,a is its peculiar mixture of the sublime and the base, the terrible and the ridiculous, the

heroic and the burlesque. But nowhere does Shakespeare devolve upon the Crown the task of speaking

the prologue of a heroic drama. ...

Russia and the German Powers

Karl Marx
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Lord Clarendon declared last night in the House of Lords that "he had reason to believe" that the news

of the landing of 4,000 Russians in the Dobrodja by means of transports from Odessa was untrue. He

was not aware that the Russian fleet had left Sevastopol which point had been watched, now and then,

by English and French steamers. ...

Position of the Armies in Turkey

Frederick Engels
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When the intelligence of the Russian occupation of the Dobrodja was first received, and long before the

real intentions of the Russians in passing the Danube could be developed by their acts, we stated our

opinion that the leading idea of the movement could not be any other than the improvement of their

defensive position.a ...

Reshid Pasha's Note

Karl Marx
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The Governments of England and France are said to have at last exchanged copies of an offensive and

defensive treaty, comprising Five Articles. The contents are not yet known. ...

Greece and Turkey

Karl Marx
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pp. 159-162

We are informed by the Prussian Correspondence"a that the famous Chevalier Bunsen is not recalled,

but has only obtained, on his own demand, a lengthened leave of absence. Count Bernstorff is designed

as his temporary locum tenens. ...

The Turkish War

Frederick Engels
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On the Danube there is nothing new except the complete evacuation of Lesser Wallachia by the

Russians, and their preparations to storm the fortress of Silistria. With a view to this they had

concentrated a large force of artillery on the opposite bank, and were, as it is reported, about to fling

across some 30,000 men for the assault. ...

The Greek Insurrection

Karl Marx
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The last authentic news from Turkey fully confirms the views of The Tribune, with respect to the retreat

of the Russians from Kalafat, the occupation by the Russians of the Dobrodja, and the character of the

Greek insurrection.b ...

The Bombardment of Odessa

Karl Marx
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The bombardment of Odessa, so many times performed by a boastful imagination, has at length been

realized. But the telegraphic dispatches hitherto received are too meager and deficient in detail to

deserve a commentary. According to the most trustworthy news, the bombardment began on the 22d,

...

News from the European Contest

Frederick Engels
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pp. 181-183

Our journals and letters by the Europa contain a positive confirmation of the reported bombardment

of Odessa. The present advices on that subject are official and leave no possibility of doubt as to the

event. The works of the harbor have been destroyed, two powder magazines blown up, twelve small

Russian vessels-of-war sunk and thirteen transports captured, ...

British Finances

Karl Marx
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pp. 184-191

Although the bombardment of Odessa, which appears, after all, to have been a very indifferent affair,

highly excites the public mind, there is another bombardment which, at this very moment, works upon
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it still more powerfully—namely, the bombardment of the public purse. ...

A Famous Victory

Frederick Engels
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pp. 192-195

The English journals indulge in liberal bursts of derision at the fact that the Czar has rewarded Gen.

Osten-Sacken for his share in the late fight between the allied fleets and the fortifications that defend

the port of Odessa. This fight they claim as altogether a victory of their own, pronouncing the opposite

exultations of their enemy as but a new specimen of Muscovite braggadocio and imperial lying. ...

Attack Upon Sevastopol

Karl Marx
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pp. 196-200

The "first attack upon Sevastopol," of which we have a telegraphic announcement in to-day's papers,

seems to be about the same glorious exploit as the bombardment of Odessa, where both parties

claimed the victory. The attack is described as having been made by means of shells projected from

"long-ranging" guns, and directed against the outward fortifications. ...

The War

Frederick Engels
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At last, then, we have to report an exploit of the "British Tar." The fleet of Admiral Napier has

destroyed, after eight hours' bombardment, the fort of Gustavsvaern (which translated from the

Swedish means "Gustav's defence, or stronghold," "Gustav's Wehr") and taken the garrison prisoners

of war, to the number of 1,500. ...

The Present Condition of the English Army

Frederick Engels
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If the war in the East is good for nothing else it will at least demolish a portion of the military renown of

the late Duke of Wellington. Whoever knew England during the lifetime of this much over-estimated.

General, will recollect that it was considered an insult to the British nation to speak even of Napoleon as

of a soldier approaching in any way the invincible Iron Duke. ...
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The Treaty Between Austria and Prussia

Karl Marx
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pp. 215-219

The Times is highly indignant that the British general has issued an order prohibiting its "own

correspondents" to accompany the British army.a If the war were a bona fideb war, it would be absurd

to object to this measure, since the dispatches of the Duke of Wellington repeatedly complain of the

information about his intended movements ...

The Formation of a Special Ministry of War in Britain

Karl Marx
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pp. 220-226

The formation of a special Ministry of War having now been determined upon, the great question of

the moment is to know who may be selected to fill that office. The Duke of Newcastle, who has hitherto

combined both the functions of Colonial and War Secretary, has long shown a great disinclination to

relinquish either of his two posts, ...

Reorganisation of the British War Administration

Karl Marx
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pp. 227-233

The speech delivered by Kossuth, at Sheffield,a is the most substantial ever heard from him during his

stay in England. Nevertheless one cannot help finding fault with it. Its historical expositions are partly

incorrect. To date the decline of Turkey from the support given by Sobieski to the Austrian capital,

a proposition for which no grounds whatever exist. ...

The Siege of Silistria

Frederick Engels
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pp. 234-245

After an interval of time filled up by military movements below criticism, because they were made, not

upon strategical and tactical, but upon diplomatic and parliamentary grounds, the investment and

attack of Silistria affords at last an event of military interest. ...

State of the Russian War
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Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 246-252

Our European correspondence and files of journals received last evening by the arrival of the 

mail, fully confirm the reported expulsion of the Russians from their trenches before Silistria and their

subsequent withdrawal from Wallachia back to the line of the Sereth. ...

The Russian Retreat

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 253-257

The retrograde movement of the Russians in Turkey is much more complete than we had supposed it

could be, and more than, even in the worst case, now seems necessary from a military point of view. It

appears that the pledge of the Czar to the Emperor of Austria and his orders to his generals include the

total evacuation of Moldavia as well as Wallachia, ...

The War

Karl Marx
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pp. 258-266

The Russian Moniteur of Bucharest186 officially declares that, in obedience to orders sent from St.

Petersburg,' the siege of Silistria is raised, Giurgevo evacuated, and the whole Russian army about to

recross the Pruth. The Times, in a third edition of yesterday, published a telegraphic dispatch from its

Vienna correspondent to a similar effect, viz: ...

The Insurrection at Madrid

Karl Marx
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pp. 267-275

The long-expected military insurrection at Madrid has at length been accomplished under the

leadership of Generals O'Donnell and Duke.193 The French Government journals hasten to inform us

that, according to their dispatches, the Spanish Government has already overcome the danger and that

the insurrection is suppressed.a ...

The War on the Danube

Frederick Engels
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pp. 276-281

About eighty years ago, when the victorious armies of Catherine II were severing from Turkey province

after province, prior to their transformation into what is now called South Russia, the poet Derzhavin,

in one of the bursts of lyrical enthusiasm in which he was wont to celebrate the glories, if not the

virtues of that Empress, ...

The Details of the Insurrection at Madrid

Karl Marx
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pp. 282-290

The news we receive of the military insurrection at Madrid continues to be of a very contradictory and

fragmentary character. All the Madrid telegraphic dispatches are, of course, government statements,

and of the same questionable faith as the bulletins published in the Gaceta. ...

Excitement in Italy

Karl Marx
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pp. 291-300

Sir Charleya has quietly returned from Kronstadt, with no other killed or wounded than some of his

gallant tars carried off by the cholera. To keep the public in good humor, the same farce is now to be

repeated before Sevastopol, fifty sail of the combined fleets having been seen at Odessa, "making

direct" for that place. ...

A Congress at Vienna

Karl Marx
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pp. 301-308

There was a Congress at Vienna on July 13, composed of rather different elements than the late famous

Conferences.219 Count Buol, the Austrian Premier, gave a dinner on that day, in honor of Prince

Gorchakoff, the Russian Envoy, whose task it is to cover the position of Prince Gorchakoff, the General

commanding in the Principalities. ...

The Spanish Revolution

Karl Marx
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pp. 309-315

"Ne touchez pas à la Reine" (Touch not the Queen) is an old Castilian maxim, but the adventurous

Madame Muñoza and her daughter Isabella have too long overstepped the rights of even Castilian

Queens not to have outworn the loyal prejudices of the Spanish people. ...

The War Debates in Parliament

Karl Marx
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pp. 316-322

At last Thursday's evening sitting of the House of Commons, in reply to an inquiry of Mr. Disraeli, Lord

J. Russell stated that her Majesty had been pleased to order that a message should be sent to the House,

in pursuance of which he proposed to move on Monday a vote of credit for £3,000,000. ...

The Policy of Austria

Karl Marx
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pp. 323-333

In one of my former letters I gave you an analysis of the Austro-Turkish Treaty of the 14th of June,

stated as the purposes aimed at by that curious diplomatic transaction: 1st. To give the allied armies a

pretext for not crossing the Danube, and for not confronting the Russians; 2d. ...

That Bore of a War

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 334-339

It is now very near a twelvemonth since a small Turkish corps, two battalions, succeeded in crossing the

Danube near Turtukai, opposite Oltenitza, threw up intrenchments there, and being attacked by the

Russians, repulsed them in a very spirited little affair, which, being the first engagement in the war, took

the style and title of the Battle of Oltenitza. ...

Espartero

Karl Marx
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pp. 340-346

It is one of the peculiarities of revolutions that just as the people seem about to take a great start and to

open a new era, they suffer themselves to be ruled by the delusions of the past and surrender all the
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power and influence they have so dearly won into the hands of men who represent, or are supposed to

represent, the popular movement of a by-gone epoch. ...

The Attack on the Russian Forts

Frederick Engels
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pp. 347-349

At last it seems that the allied French and English are to make a genuine attack on Russia. The outmost

fortifications of the Empire, on the Aland Isles and at Sevastopol in the Black Sea, are successively, if

not simultaneously, to be assailed. Indeed, it is rumored in Western Europe that the former point has

already been taken after a brief bombardment, ...

Evacuation of the Danubian Principalities

Karl Marx
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pp. 350-356

On the 28th ult. Prince Gorchakoff passed with the center of his army through Shlawa, a village about

six miles from Kalugereni; leaving it again on the 29th en route for Fokshani. The vanguard,

commanded by Gen. Soimonoff, consists of eight battalions of the 10th division of infantry, of the

regiments of chasseurs of Tomsk and Koliwan, and of the ...

Evacuation of Moldavia and Wallachia

Karl Marx
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pp. 357-363

Of what sort these guarantees are to be, may be seen from The Times of this morning. Firstly, the

evacuation of the Principalities; secondly, the substitution of a common European protectorate in lieu

of the Russian protectorate; ...

The Eastern Question

Karl Marx
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pp. 364-371

Since the Sound duties weigh on no one more oppressively than on Prussia herself, the measure

attributed to her would marvellously suit the genius of Prussian policy. Altogether—se non è vero, è ben

trovato.b ...
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Revolution in Spain

Karl Marx
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pp. 372-378

The "leaders" of the Assemblée Nationale, Times, and Journal des Débats prove that neither the pure

Russian party, nor the Russo-Coburg party, nor the Constitutional party are satisfied with the course of

the Spanish revolution.a From this it would appear that there is some chance for Spain,

notwithstanding the contradiction of appearances. ...

The Capture of Bomarsund (Article I)

Frederick Engels
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pp. 379-383

The allied armies have at length begun to act. They have taken Bomarsund. On the 3d or 4th ult., the

French troops and British marines were landed on the island of Aland, on the 10th, the place was

invested; on three succeeding days the batteries were erected and armed; on the 14th fire was opened;

...

The Capture of Bomarsund (Article II)

Frederick Engels
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pp. 384-388

The particulars of the capture of Bomarsund, so far as published, are still couched in vague and

unbusiness-like language. We do not, in fact, learn at what distance from the forts the breaching

batteries were erected or the ships anchored during the naval attack. ...

Revolutionary Spain

Karl Marx
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pp. 389-446

The revolution in Spain has now so far taken on the appearance of a permanent condition that, as our

correspondent at Londona has informed us, the wealthy and conservative classes have begun to

emigrate and to seek security in France.295This is not surprising; Spain has never adopted the modern

French fashion, so generally in vogue in 1848, of beginning and accomplishing a revolution in three

days.296...
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The Reaction in Spain

Karl Marx
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pp. 447-454

The entrance into Madrid of the Vicâlvaro regiments has encouraged the Government to greater

counter-revolutionary activity. The revival of the restrictive press-law of 1837, adorned with all the

rigors of the supplementary law of 1842,333 has killed all the "incendiary" portion of the press which

was unable to offer the required cautionnement.a ...

The Rumours about Mazzini's Arrest

Karl Marx
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pp. 455-460

The papers contain diverse rumors about Mazzini's arrest at Bâle. I have received the following

information from a friend: Mazzini was really arrested by two gendarmes at Zurich, but only for a few

hours, after which he escaped. ...

The Actions of the Allied Fleet

Karl Marx
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pp. 461-469

The delay in the departure of this first portion of the expeditionary army was caused by the violent

storms which visited the Bosphorus up to the 27th of August. The wind having come round from the

north-east on the 27th, the fleet of transports was enabled to leave Constantinople for the Black Sea. ...

The Attack on Sevastopol

Frederick Engels
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pp. 470-476

At last it seems possible that the French and English may strike a serious blow at the power and prestige

of Russia, and we in this country are accordingly looking with renewed interest to the movement

against Sevastopol, the latest intelligence from which is detailed in another column.349 ...

The News from the Crimea

Frederick Engels
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pp. 477-482

Our columns this morning are filled with the stirring news of sanguinary battles in the Crimea,

including the capture of Sevastopol, the destruction of its principal forts and of a great part of the

Russian fleet, and the final surrender of Prince Menchikoff, and the remains of his defeated and more

than decimated forces as prisoners of war. ...

The Sevastopol Hoax

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 483-487

"Catch a Tartar," is an English proverb. It happens that not only the English, but the French and

Austrians as well, have been caught by a Tartar.a We may, perhaps, be pardoned for expressing a little

satisfaction that The Tribune and those of its readers who carefully follow the course of the present

campaign in the Crimea were not caught with the rest. ...

The Sevastopol Hoax.—General News

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 488-491

It is impossible to describe the excitement and suspense of the English during the week. On Saturday

last the dispatch about the victory of the Alma was proclaimed by the Lord Mayora before the

Exchange, with the sound of the trumpet; but the unauthenticated news of the fall of Sevastopol spread

all over the country. ...

The Battle of the Alma

Frederick Engels
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pp. 492-497

The official accounts of the battle of the Alma have finally arrived, and the dispatches of the

commanders, the reports of English journalists who were present, and of several naval officers, are

given at great length in our columns this morning,367 confirming in every important respect the

conclusions we drew from the first telegraphic reports of the action.a ...

The Military Power of Russia

Frederick Engels
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pp. 498-504

We may safely leave John Bull and Jacques Bonhomme,374 for a while, to their rejoicings at the

"glorious victory" of the Alma and their anticipations of the fall of Sevastopol. The war on the Danube

and in the Crimea, whatever importance it may have in the eyes of the allies and of the united Middle

Class Liberalism of Europe, has very little weight, as far as Russia is concerned. ...

The Siege of Sevastopol

Frederick Engels
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pp. 505-509

Next to the battle of the Alma, the principal achievement of the allies in the Crimea has been Lord

Raglan's famous flank march from the Alma to Balaklava, by which he changed the apparent object of

the campaign from the capture and occupation of Sevastopol to a coup de maina against a portion,— ...

The Campaign in the Crimea

Frederick Engels
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pp. 510-517

Our readers cannot but be struck with the novel spirit breathing through the intelligence from the seat

of war in the Crimea, received by the Baltic yesterday, and published in our columns this morning.

Hitherto an overweening and arrogant confidence has distinguished the comments of the British press,

and the reports of British and French correspondents concerning the movements and prospects of the

war. ...

The War in the East

Frederick Engels
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The arrival of the Africa has put us in possession of three days later dates from Europe, but nothing of

additional interest from the seat of war beyond an infernal episode describing the roasting alive of a

vast number of sick and wounded in hospital, and accounts of sufferings that render language a pauper

in attempting to portray them. ...

The Battle of Inkerman

Frederick Engels
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This sanguinary battle took place on the 5th of November, and yet it was not till the 23d that the reports

of the allied commanders and of the correspondents of the leading journals reached London. Very

brief accounts of the affair were brought to this country by the two recent steamers, but nothing in

sufficient detail to enable us to form any satisfactory judgment on the features of the struggle. ...

The Crimean Campaign

Frederick Engels
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pp. 536-542

Since the desperate and sanguinary day of Inkerman, the campaign in the Crimea has been marked by

no military event of any importance; but, the advent of winter without the capture of Sevastopol having

given a new character to the enterprise, it becomes proper to review the course of events since the

landing of the Expedition, ...

Progress of the War

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 543-549

The sun of Austerlitza has melted in water. A great battle, as was confidentially announced and believed

in Paris, was to be fought before Sevastopol in celebration of the Second of December395; but from a

dispatch of General Canrobert, of the 3d of December, ...

The Military Power of Austria

Frederick Engels
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pp. 550-553

It is a curious fact that the English press, which, for the last six months, has busied itself with nothing

but the position of Austria, should never have given us any positive information about the real military

force which Austria can throw into the scale the moment she may choose to follow a definite line of

policy. ...

In Retrospect

Karl Marx
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It may be a decisive fact that, while politicians are discussing the new Vienna Conference402

ponderous political wisdom in the leading articles of both daily and weekly press, businessmen are

bluntly calling it a "farce" in the stock-exchange columns of the same papers. ...

The Press and the Military System

Karl Marx
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pp. 560-563

There follows a graphic description of the mortality, distress, disorder and disintegration prevailing in

the English camp. Today this state of affairs provides almost the exclusive subject for the leading

articles in London's daily press. ...

British Disaster in the Crimea

Frederick Engels
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pp. 564-570

The entire British public, starting from the recent vehement leaders of The London Times,a seems to be

in a state of great anxiety and excitement respecting the condition of the forces in the Crimea. Indeed,

it is impossible longer to deny or palliate the fact that, through unparalleled mismanagement in every

branch of the service, ...

The Crisis in Trade and Industry

Karl Marx
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pp. 571-578

London, January 8. While clubs and newspapers here are fully occupied with self-important gossip

about "ministerial crises", they have no time to realise the far more important fact that once again one

of the great British crises in trade and industry has broken out, and in more calamitous dimensions

than in 1847 and 1836. ...

The Four Points

Karl Marx
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pp. 579-584

London, January 9. The telegram from Viennaa concerning the acceptance of the Four Points
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part of Russia produced, on the one hand, a rise in Consols on the London Stock Exchange—for one

moment [they were] 2½ Percent above Saturday'sb rate; on the other hand, a veritable panic in the

tallow, oil and seed markets, ...

The Commercial Crisis in Britain

Karl Marx
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pp. 585-589

The English commercial crisis, whose premonitory symptoms were long ago chronicled in our

columns,a is a fact now loudly proclaimed by the highest authorities in this matter—the annual

circulars issued from the British Chambers of Commerce, and the leading commercial firms of the

kingdom, along with extensive bankruptcies, ...

Sunday Observance and the Publicans

Karl Marx
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London, 19. In The Morning Advertiser, a lively discussion is taking place at this moment as to whether

the accusation of "stupidity" levelled against the Coalition Ministry is just. From his point of view which

presupposes a secret agreement of the Ministry with Russia, Urquhart has successfully defended the

Ministry against the accusation of incompetence. ...

Critical Observations on the Siege of Sevastopol

Frederick Engels
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pp. 593-595

London, January 19. Sir Howard Douglas has added a critical appendix on the events of the recent war

to a new edition of his famous work on Naval Gunnerya Among other things, he proves, from most

recent experience and on the basis of official material at his sole disposal, that fleets are inadequate

against casemated forts if the latter are correctly constructed and properly defended; ...

The Crimean Campaign

Frederick Engels
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pp. 596-597

The reason for this appears to be the knocking up of the horses in dragging heavy guns and provisions

from Balaklava, both the artillery and commissariat being destitute of draught animals. The mud,
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however, is so deep that the transportation of cannon and ammunition had ceased, and a supply of

food, such as it was, was all that was being brought up. ...

The Aims of the Negotiations

Karl Marx
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pp. 598-599

London, January 23. The Western powers have declared that negotiations at Vienna must not for one

moment interrupt their military operations. What immediate military advantage could Russia

therefore gain by sham negotiations? This question, raised by the Sun, permits of a very positive

answer. ...

The Opening of Parliament

Karl Marx
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pp. 600-602

London, January 24. The parliamentary session was opened yesterday. In the House of Lords, Lord

Ellenborough gave notice that on Thursday, February 1, he would move for an official account of the

number of troops—infantry, cavalry and sailors — sent out to the Crimea, and also the number of

killed, wounded, sick and otherwise disabled.3 ...

Comments on the Cabinet Crisis

Karl Marx
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pp. 603-604

London, January 26. When an envoy of Sultan Malik-Shah came to Alamut and called on Hasan-i

Sabbah to surrender, the "old man of the mountains", instead of answering, beckoned to one of his

fidawis,433 commanding him to kill himself. At once the youth plunged his dagger into his breast and

fell to the floor, a lifeless corpse. ...

Parliamentary News

Karl Marx
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pp. 605-608

At the opening of the sitting, at about 4 p.m., the House was packed because a scene was expected, a

scandal: Lord Russell's explanation of his resignation. As soon as the personal debate was over and the

proper parliamentary debate, of Roebuck's motion, began the indignant patriots hurried off to dinner;
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...

The European War

Frederick Engels
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pp. 609-614

As the term approaches for the opening of the new Conference at Vienna, the probability of any

concessions on the part of Russia dwindles away into misty and most uncertain tenuity. The brilliant

success of that great diplomatic coup,a the prompt acceptance by the Czar of the proposed basis of

negotiations, puts him, for the moment at least, in a commanding position, ...

From Parliament.— From the Theatre of

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 615-619

In this situation, The Times proceeds to recommend making Palmerston prime minister because he is

"too old" to be Secretary for War. It was The Times that recommended undertaking the Crimean

expedition at such a time of the year and with such forces that almost certainly ensured failure,

according to the testimony of Sir Howard Douglas, the greatest ...

The Late British Government

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels
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pp. 620-626

In recording the advent of Lord Palmerston's Government to what we are confident must prove a brief

and not very brilliant career, it seems not improper to cast a glance at the history of its predecessor, of

which it is hard to say whether the splendor of its opening pretensions, the momentous nature of the

events in which it participated, ...

On the Ministerial Crisis

Karl Marx
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pp. 627-630

In the House of Lords, Aberdeen gave the funeral oration of the "Cabinet of all the Talents".

that he had opposed Roebuck's motion not because his Administration wished to avoid an inquiry but

because the motion was unconstitutional. ...
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Fall of the Aberdeen Ministry

Karl Marx
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pp. 631-637

Never in the whole annals of representative government has an administration been turned out half as

ignominiously as the celebrated Cabinet of "all the Talents" in England. To be in a minority is a thing

which may happen to anybody, but to be defeated by 305 against 148, by more than two to one, ...

The Defeated Government

Karl Marx
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pp. 638-641

London, February 3. On December 16, 1852 the first point of Disraeli's budget—extension of direct

taxation, initially house duty, was defeated by a majority of 19 votes. The Tory Government resigned.

After ten days of intrigues the Coalition Government was formed. It consisted of a section of the Whig

oligarchy— ...

The Parties and Cliques

Karl Marx
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London, February 5. The duration of the present ministerial crisis is more or less normal, as such crises

last on average nine to ten days in England. It is astonishing that in his famous work The Abilities of

Man,a Quetelet manages to demonstrate that the annual total of accidents, crimes, etc., in civilised

countries can be determined in advance with almost mathematical accuracy.b ...

Two Crises

Karl Marx
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London, February 6. Public opinion is at present absorbed by two crises: the crisis of the Crimean army

and the ministerial crisis. The former occupies the people; the latter, the clubs and drawing-rooms.

According to the latest letters from the Crimea, which paint a gloomy picture, the English forces have

shrunk from 14,000 to 12,000 men and the early relief of the siege of Sevastopol may be expected. ...
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A Central Junta

Karl Marx
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pp. 651-653

Madrid having been evacuated by the French, it was to be expected that Napoleon would soon re-

appear at the head of a more powerful army. Measures of common defence became then inevitable,

and it was generally felt that the Polyarchy of the Provincial Juntas, whose dissensions grew even more

clamorous after the success at Beylen, must give way to some sort of Central Government. ...

Unpublished Extract from a Series of Articles "Revolutionary Spain"

Karl Marx
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pp. 654-660

When Ferdinand on his arrival at Madrid was waited upon and congratulated by the officers of the

bands of the Foi459 they having withdrawn, he exclaimed in the midst of his court: "It is the same dogs

but with different collars". ...
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